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Abstract 

False report injection attacks and false vote injection attacks can be perpetrated easily by 

malicious attackers on the application layer in a wireless sensor network. These attacks drain 

the lifetime of the sensor nodes and prevent the forwarding of legitimate reports in the sensor 

network. A probabilistic voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) was proposed in order to drop 

these two types of attacks simultaneously in intermediate cluster heads. Before transmitting a 

report, the scheme selects verification nodes within the intermediate cluster nodes to detect 

false votes attached from compromised nodes. In this paper, we propose a method to improve 

the detection power and energy savings by using a blacklist in every cluster head. The 

blacklist stores each compromised node ID and false key. The performance of the proposed 

method against these attacks was evaluated and compared to that of PVFS. The simulation 

results reveal that the proposed method enhances the average energy consumption and 

security level of each cluster head as compared with PVFS.  

 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Probabilistic Voting-based Filtering Scheme 

(PVFS) 

 

1. Introduction 

The newest technology provides economically and technologically efficient wireless 

sensor networks (WSNs) for the development of low-power, battery-operated devices which 

combine special-purpose computing with low-power sensing and wireless communications 

capabilities [1]. A WSN consists of a very large number of sensor nodes with limited 

processing power, little storage space, restricted energy lifetime, and narrow bandwidth [2]. 

These sensors have a significant disadvantage due to the possibility of being captured or 

compromised due to their limited capabilities [3]. With a variety of applications, such as 

forest fire monitoring or military surveillance, these sensor nodes are deployed over vast areas 

to detect events of interest and to transmit reports over multi-hop paths to a single collection 

point called the “sink” (Figure 1-e). 
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Figure 1. False Report and Vote Injection Attacks 
 

Figure 1 shows an example of a false vote injection attack (called a “false votes on 

real reports attack” in [5]) and a false report injection attack (called a “fabricated report 

with false votes attack” in [5]) in a sensor network. As shown in Figure 1-a, a 

compromised node generates a false report (Figure 1-c) without detecting an event to 

drain the energy resource of the intermediate nodes (Figure 1-d). In addition, a false 

alarm occurs as the false report arrives at the sink (Figure 1-e). In Figure 1-b, the other 

compromised node injects a false vote (Figure 1-f) in a legitimate report (Figure 1-g) to 

drop it within intermediate nodes. Thus, users get unnecessary information from the 

sensor network through these attacks. The detection of an en-route discarding of 

fabricated reports injected by compromised nodes is a significant challenge, since the 

attacker will know all of the security information regarding the compromised nodes. 

To detect the false report injection attack and the false vote injection attack, Li et al. 

[5] propose a probabilistic voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) to effectively 

eliminate false reports and votes by using selected intermediate cluster-heads (   ) as 

verification nodes. We propose to improve the power of detection of multiple attacks by 

using a blacklist in every intermediate   , more than used by PVFS. Our proposed 

method reduces the energy consumption of each node and improves the security level in 

the sensor network against the false report injection attack and the false vote injection 

attack. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The background and purpose are 

described in Section 2. The proposed scheme is introduced in Section 3, and the 

simulation results are described in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work 

are discussed in Section 5. 
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2. Background and Motivation 

In this section, we briefly describe PVFS and the motivation for this work. 

2.1. PVFS (Probabilistic Voting-based Filtering Scheme) 

PVFS is proposed here in order to improve security within intermediate     against 

false report injection attacks and false vote injection attacks during the forwarding 

process. On the basis of the en-route filtering scheme, PVFS combines cluster-based 

organization, probabilistic key assignment, and voting methods, as shown in Figure 1. 

In cluster-based organization, the WSNs are broken into clusters in order to organize 

sensor nodes within one hop distance, a set of keys is bound to each cluster, and a 

designed probability is used in order to select intermediate cluster-heads as verification 

nodes. In the probabilistic key assignment, the sink assigns L (the number of keys for 

one cluster) keys to every    from a global key pool. A node will use this key as the 

generation key to generate a vote for an event report. The    then randomly distributes 

the other keys to the other nodes. 

 

 

Figure 2. Report Generation and Selection of Verification CHs 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the report generation phase and the selection of the verification 

CHs in a path. During report generation (Figure 2-a),     generates a report describing 

the event and broadcasts it in that cluster. The other nodes in that cluster cast votes 

using their own generation keys. When    has received all of the votes, it randomly 

chooses a pre-determined number of votes within a cluster and appends them to the 

report.     then forwards the report to its upstream neighbors. In the selection of the 

verification CHs (Figure 2-b), before forwarding the report     selects an intermediate 

    to be a verification node with a probability       ⁄ .     has a probability 

     ⁄  to be a verification node of    , and     has a probability      ⁄  to be a 

verification node of    . Both     and     get verification keys from    . 
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Figure 3. The Detection and Elimination of the False Report and Vote 
 

Figure 3 shows the phases of report generation and en-route filtering from     and 

the sink. During report generation (Figure 3-a),     randomly selects votes from its 

nodes as an event occurs. If nodes 1 and 2 are compromised, the report is fabricated by 

two false votes in    . In en-route filtering (Figure 3-b), the selected verification     

verifies the votes by counting the    of the report against the false report injection 

attack and the false vote injection attack. The forwarded false report is dropped in either 

    or     as      is reached, as shown in Figure 3-c. If there are no pairwise keys at 

the verification node, the report is forwarded over the routing paths. When     , the 

verification node does not drop a report, and the report is also forwarded to the routing 

paths until the condition      is satisfied. On the other hand, if a legitimate report 

(Figure 3-d) includes a vote from a compromised node1 in    , it is also transmitted via 

    and     toward the sink after it is generated. The chosen verification cluster heads 

    and     safely forward the legitimate reports into the sink even though      has 

been reached. Therefore, PVFS can detect the false votes of a source    in selected 

intermediate     against multiple attacks. 

 

2.2. Motivation 

False report injection attacks and false vote injection attacks can quickly drain the 

lifetime of the entire sensor network. PVFS is proposed to detect these attacks in the 

verification     before they arrive at the sink. The energy consumption of each node 

must be decreased through early detection of multiple attacks. Our proposed method 

detects fabricated votes by using a blacklist in an intermediate    , which is more 

effective compared with the original PVFS. This method drops the fabricated vote by 

using the blacklist as the forged votes are detected, even when the intermediate     are 

unselected. Thus, the proposed method saves energy by detecting and preventing the 

forged votes that are generated from the compromised node. As a result, our proposed 

method prolongs the lifetime of the network and maintains a strong detection power of 

the sensor network. 
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3. Proposed Method 

3.1. Assumptions 

We consider a large-scale sensor network in which none of the nodes in the sensor 

network moves after the initial deployment. We assume that the attacker cannot 

generate enough true votes for a fabricated report, and that, for a very short period of 

time, no node is compromised at the start of sensor deployment. We complete the 

cluster formulation, the key distribution from the key pool, and the route discovery 

without being attacked. The sink cannot be compromised and knows the estimated 

distance to each cluster, as well as the energy consumption. 

 

3.2. Overview 

In this paper, the proposed method improves the lifetime of the entire network using 

black lists based on PVFS. Every cluster head operates a black list to detect false votes 

against the false report injection attack and the false vote injection attacks. When every 

report arrives in an intermediate CH, its black list uses to verify every vote in the report. 

If an event occurs within a cluster including compromised nodes, they inject votes as a 

CH generates a report. The votes in the report are then verified in an intermediate node 

using its black list, even though the intermediate CH is unselected. In addition, selected 

intermediate CHs verify the false report through their keys of a source CH. If      is 

reached in an intermediate CH, the CH drops the false report that the false report 

injection attack is tried. On the other hand, if      is reached in an intermediate CH 

using its black list and keys of the source CH, the CH distinguishes a legitimate report 

that the false vote injection attack is tried. Therefore, our proposed method enhances 

security level of the intermediate CH s and saves energy consumption of each node.   

 

3.3. Proposed Method 

Our proposed method uses a blacklist of each intermediate    for early detection of 

the votes in a report generated during the forwarding processes. The blacklist stores 

information regarding      and       after detecting false votes in an intermediate   . 

The    selects votes within the same cluster to generate a report sent to the sink, and 

the report is then forwarded. When the report arrives at a selected verification   , the 

   counts the number of false votes if false votes were detected in the report. The 

verification    then stores the false vote information in its blacklist. A report including 

the false votes is passed to the    that owns the false vote information in the blacklist, 

and the    verifies the report using the blacklist, even if it is not a selected verification 

  . In this way, the proposed method increases security against multiple attacks over 

PVFS, since every intermediate    improves the security level through the blacklist. 

 

 

Figure 4. Blacklist Structure 
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Figure 4 shows the blacklist structure. The blacklist has two types of data, namely 

    (    : Unique cluster ID) and    . When false votes or a fabricated report are detected, 

the      and       information are stored on the blacklist. In the detection phase, the 

blacklist is checked to determine whether the blacklist has a pair-wise key with a report that 

has votes. When the same key exists in the blacklist, a compromised node has been detected. 

The threshold value,   , is then checked. If there is no pair-wise key in the blacklist, this 

scheme verifies the vote or report using the individual verification key. 

 

 

Figure 5. Detection of the False Report Injection Attack 
 

Figure 5 shows the case in which a verification node detects a false report injection attack 

and updates       and       in its blacklist. Within the cluster region, there are two type 

nodes: three normal nodes, a CH of a compromised node (Figure 5-b). If the compromised 

node fabricates a report about a non-existing event, it has to inject two false votes (a value of 

3 is used in this paper). The compromised CH forwards a false report (Figure 5-d) to drain 

energy resources of intermediate CHs. After     receives a report during the verification 

sequence, it checks its blacklist to see if the blacklist has the same key as a report that has 

votes. A compromised node is detected if the same key is in the blacklist. If the key in the 

blacklist is not the same as that in a report, the scheme verifies the vote using the verification 

key. Node3 is thus detected as having been compromised.     updates its blacklist and the 

number of recorded false votes, and also checks to see if the number of false votes has 

reached the threshold, and decides whether or not to drop the report. If the predefined 

threshold,   , has not been reached,     continues forwarding the report. During the 

forwarding phases, the report is dropped when    has been reached. The sink performs the 

final verification on the received reports. The sink knows all of the keys, so is capable of 

verifying every vote in the report and can make a final decision. In this way, the sink serves 

as the final guard. 
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Figure 6. Detection of the False Vote Injection Attack 
 

 Figure 6 shows the detection of a false vote injection attack. False vote injection attacks 

prevent the reporting of important information in the field. Figure 6 shows the case in which a 

verification node detects a false vote injection attack. As an example, consider the situation in 

which a node that owns      has been compromised and launches false votes on a real 

reports attack. The node gives a false vote for the real report (Figure 6-d) of    . If     still 

selects votes with i = 1, 2, 3,     will find that the vote with i = 2 is a false vote (Figure 6-c). 

However, the report will not be dropped because      has not yet been reached. In this 

method, this scheme checks its blacklist during the verification sequence to see if the blacklist 

has a key that is the same as the key for a node that made the false vote. A compromised node 

is detected if the same key exists in the blacklist. If the key does not match a key in the 

blacklist, it verifies the vote using the verification key. In this case, the real report could still 

reach the sink. If a compromised node tries to send a false vote, then the message can still 

reach the sink since only one vote is wrong and the threshold has not yet been reached. The 

verification node is set up so that it will not drop a report immediately when it finds a false 

vote; instead, it will simply record the result. Only when the number of verified false votes 

reaches a designated threshold will a report be dropped. Therefore, our proposed method 

improves the energy consumption of each node by using the early detection power of the 

blacklist. When event reports frequently occur, the probability of a false report may be 

increased, and each blacklist will have more data regarding compromised nodes. Thus, our 

proposed method detects the false report early on and conserves the energy consumption of 

each node. 
 

4. Performance Analysis 

In this section, we explain the simulation results of the proposed method. This simulation 

was performed to show the energy efficiency of the proposed method compared with that of 

PVFS. The simulation included several virtual environments. The first is a sensor field that is 

100 m wide and 100 m tall. Within this sensor field, 10 cluster heads and 90 general sensor 

nodes are randomly deployed. A sink node in this sensor field has 100 keys in the global key 

pool. The global key pool was divided into 10, 8, 6, or 4 partitions, and each partition 

uniformly includes 10 keys. The sensor node consumes 16.25/12.5 µJ to transmit/receive a 
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byte, and each vote consumes 15 µJ for verification. The event report packet is 24 bytes, and 

a vote is 1 byte. The number of event occurrences is 1,000. 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparisons of Energy Consumption in PVFS and the Proposed 
Method 

 

Figure 7 shows the energy consumption per hop count of the event generation cluster in 

comparison with the original PVFS. The proposed method shows less energy consumption 

than the original PVFS. That is, the proposed method detects false reports earlier than the 

original PVFS as the forged votes consistently occur from compromised nodes. As a result, 

the security level of the proposed method is improved more than PVFS. Our method reduces 

energy consumption by reducing unnecessary energy waste, such as repetitive non-existent 

event reports. Thus, the proposed method saves the energy up to average 192.5µm as 

compared with PVFS. 

 

 

Figure 8. The Ratio of Dropped False Votes in PVFS and the Proposed Method 
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Figure 8 shows the ratio of dropped false reports per hop count of the event generation 

cluster in comparison with the original PVFS. The proposed method shows a higher ratio of 

dropped false reports than the original PVFS. That is, the proposed method detects false 

reports earlier as the forged votes consistently occur from compromised nodes than the 

original PVFS. As a result, the proposed method enhances the security level of each node 

more than PVFS. Therefore, simulation results of our proposed method shows improved the 

energy saving and security level of each node through the blacklist in the sensor network. 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

WSN are often deployed in unattended environments, thus leaving these WSNs vulnerable 

to false data injection attacks. In these attacks, the attacker injects fabricated reports into the 

network through compromised nodes, with the aim of deceiving the sink or draining the 

resources of the sensor nodes. In this paper, we propose a method which uses a blacklist 

system with the PVFS to increase energy efficiency with improving security performance. 

This method stores the information from the compromised node during the verification 

sequence, and later decides whether or not the node is compromised without verification. The 

simulation result demonstrates the ability of this method to detect and verify a fabricated 

report, and guarantees greater energy efficiency. Future research will be focused on 

optimizing the proposed method and applying it to various en-route filtering schemes. 
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